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Ebony wood veneer sheets

Save liquid bugs (product-badge line 92): -Infinity% Originates from celebes islands (East Indian Islands), veneer is black with brown regular or irregular maroon to green-brown stripes. When sanded and finished the surface area is very smooth. The maroon becomes more prominent when a finish is applied. The linear
look and striking colour contrast has meant that this veneer has become very modern with designers all over the world. You will see this veneer in many first class hotel's both on wall panels and an off furniture. Common Applications Aircraft Interior Furniture Reproduction Marine panels and furniture Inserts Architectural
panels High end kitchens and bespoke reproductions Piano manufacturing and musical instruments Specification Unfinished 0.6 mm thickness Different sizes - choose from atop quarters Macassar Ebony has the beautiful tones of the wood with a more straight grain. African Macassar Ebony veneer is the most widely
used in the Ebony family. Its applications range from musical instruments to tool handles. Its unusual grain makes it difficult to get more sheets to match. If you are looking for sequenced sheets, select the Premium option. We will not be able to sequence in Standard veneer choices. Macassar Ebony Wood Veneer is
found primarily in the Celebes Islands. It may be known as Madagascar, Tendu, Temru, Tunki and Timbruni, but is most commonly called Indian Ebony, Coromandel and Calamander Wood. Macassar ebony is one of the most desirable, classic and exotic wood veneers available. Our selection is small because we only
buy high-end grades. This type of ebony will be hard to find with a reasonable price, but we have done our best to make these veneer sheets as affordable as possible. Be sure to check out the marble ebony category for more of this beautiful species. We also offer this kind of AA-quality paper-backed veneer, which can
be used with contact cement or any other veneer glue. Common name: Ebony, Macassar, Calamander, Marblewood, Indian Ebony, Coromandel Scientific Name: Diospyros celebica Family: Ebenaceae Color: Black with dark brown to orange-brown stripes Origin: Celebes Islands in East Indian Islands Hardness: Very
hard Texture: Fine-grained, closed pore Finishing: Easily accepts spots and ends Flat Cut Macassar Ebony Wood Fine that contrasts with tones of the tree. African Macassar Ebony veneer is by far the most used in the Ebony family. Woodworkers love this tree and use it to make musical instruments and even tool
handles. Due to the unique grain patterns, it is difficult to match sheets. It is mainly found in the Celebes Islands and commonly known as Indian Ebony, Coromandel and Calamander Wood. It is also known as Madagascar, Tendu, Temru, Tunki and Timbruni. Type Sheet Brand Natural Veneer Size 8* 4 square meters
Color Brown and black wood type wood veneer thickness 4 mm Minimum Order Quantity 32 Square Feet We are one step ahead competitors in the manufacture and supply of a qualitative range of macassar ebony wood veneers. These are one of the most preferred choices of wood workers due to high quality and
excellent finishes. Due to dark shades and optimal quality these products are extensively used for the manufacture of guitars and other allied musical instruments. Due to the support of our expert artisans, we have been able to offer different varieties of macassar ebony in various attractive patterns. Features: Unique
shades available Attractiveness Optimal quality Interested in this product? Get latest price from seller contact seller about company years establishment1986 Legal status firmpartnership company nature of BusinessWholesale Trader Number of employees11 to 25 People annual turnoverRs. 2 - 5 Crore IndiaMART
member SinceMar 2007 GST27AANFK0411C1ZU Import Export Code (IEC) 03940 *** At Kirti Trading Company we believe in excelling at adding beauty to your spaces, it can be residential or commercial. Most of our work is customer-centric, so we are always happy and willing to build on your ideas as best we can. It
all started in 1955, when my father - Mr. Kanhaiyal Shah began trading in wood, plywood and doors. He managed to set up a strong business, along with a brilliant network of other merchants and customers alongside a like. For the last 25 years I have continued and fortified this business by adding new products like -
MDF, Particle Boards, ACP and Corian. We have also diversified in manufacturing, by making Value Addition on the above products such as Laser Inserts (Marquetry), CNC Routing, Jaali Cutwork, 2D and 3D Engraving, Signs, Gifting Ideas and more. These are all adapted to your requirements and improve your space
in that regard. Originally our customers included merchants, distributors and homeowners. But since we started the entire manufacturing page (especially marquetry), we have attracted some of the greatest architects and interior designers in India. They really appreciate the level of precision we put into even the smallest
jobs, and always refer us to other potential customers out there.'' Aatmanirbhar Bharat''...''BE INDIAN BUY INDIAN''.'' MADE IN INDIA'. Company Video Video
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